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Abstract. We present a method of functorially constructing universal equivariant bundles.

Introduction
Let G and A be topological groups, and suppose G acts on A via a continuous homomorphism a: G -* Aut^. In [16], torn Dieck introduced a notion
of (G, a, ^4)-bundles which includes the notions of usual G-equivariant bundles [13], [18], [2], [5] (the case a is trivial) and Atiyah's vector bundles with
Reality [1] (a is the complex conjugation Z/2Z -» AutU(n) ). He proved
the existence of a universal (G, a, A)-bundle in the case G is a compact Lie
group and A is an inductive limit of Lie groups with finitely many connected
components. However, his construction as well as other constructions involving
choice of representatives for equivalence classes of local objects (e.g., [17], [5])
is far from being functorial in G and A .
In this article, we present a new construction of universal (G, a, A)-bundles
under the assumption that G is a compact Lie group or a discrete group and
A is any topological group. It has three advantages: it is quite explicit, does
not use the (generally unknown) classification of local objects, and, especially,
is functorial in (G, a, A), the meaning of which will be made clear in due
course. Our method is a generalization of the functor category approach used
in [15, §3] and is closely connected with the mapping space approach used by
May [8] (cf. the final remark in §3).
1. Numerable

(G, a, A)-bundles

In this section we recall the definition and basic properties of (G, a, A)bundles. We write ga = a(g, a) for g £ G and a £ A.

Definition 1.1. A principal (G, a, ^4)-bundle is a locally trivial principal Abundle p: E —►
B enjoying the following properties:
(1) Both E and B are left G-spaces, and p is G-equivariant.
(2) For every g £ G, a £ A, and e £ E ,v/e have g(e • a) = ge • ga.
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The latter property is equivalent to saying that the semi-direct product G xa
A , the product G x A viewed as a topological group under the multiplication

(g,a)(g',a')

= (gg', ga' -a),

acts on the left of E by (g, a)e = ge • a, (g, a) £ G xa A .
There are evident notions of (G, a, A)-bundle maps and induced bundles. If
F admits left G and A actions satisfying g(a -x) = ga- gx then we can form
the associated (G, a, /l)-bundle E xAF -> B in such a way that the (diagonal)
G-action on the total space is compatible with the ^-actions on its fibres.

Definition 1.2. For any closed subgroup H of G, a principal (G, a, A)-bundle
over the homogeneous space G/H is called a local object.
A continuous map </>:H —>A is called a crossed homomorphism if <f>(hk)=

(¡>(h)• h<f)(k)holds for h, k £ H. Let p : E -* G/H be a local object and let
e £ p~x(H). Then the equation he —e • <p(h) determines a crossed homomorphism <p:H —>A, and the isotropy group of e under the G xQ ^-action on E
is given as the graph of the map h •-><¡>(h)~x.Since G xaA acts transitively
on E, there is a G xa /1-equivariant homeomorphism of E with G xa A/H,
the orbit space of G xaA with respect to the right //-action

(g,a)~

(g,a)(h,d>(h)-1) = (gh,g<p(h)-x-a),

h £ H.

We have shown:
Lemma 1.3. For every local object p: E -» G/H, there exist a crossed homomorphism <f>:H -» A anda (G, a, A)-bundle equivalence E = G xa A/H over

G/H.
More generally, a (G, a, ^)-bundle with fibre F is called trivial if it is
equivalent to a (G, a, ,4)-bundle of the form
(GxaF)xHV^GxHV,

where F is a left //-space and H acts on the right of G xa F = G x F by
(g >/) •-* (gh, g<p(h)~{ • f), <f>a crossed homomorphism H —>A . Clearly, a
principal (G, a, A)-bundle is trivial if and only if there is a (G, a, A)-bundle

map to a local object.

Definition 1.4. A (G, a, /i)-bundle p: E -> B is called locally trivial if there
is an open cover {Vß) of B such that for each ß ,
(1) Vß is G-invariant, and
(2) p~l(Vß) -+Vß is a trivial (G, a, A)-bundle.
If, moreover, there exists a subordinate partition of unity {Xß} such that each
Xß is G-invariant then p is called a numerable (G, a, ^)-bundle.
If G and A are compact Lie groups then every (G, a, ^)-bundle is locally
trivial if its base space B is completely regular and is numerable if B is paracompact. (See [5, Corollary 1.5] for an argument using the existence of a slice
[3].) In general, local triviality restricts the type of G-action on the base space.
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A numerable principal (G, a, ^4)-bundle p: E —>B is called universal if for
any G-space X, the equivalence classes of numerable (G, a, A)-bundles over
X are in bijective correspondence with the equivariant homotopy classes of Gmaps of X into B under the correspondence given by induced bundles. The
goal of this section is to prove the following. (Compare [16, Satz 5.1] and [5,

Theorem 2.14].)
Theorem 2.1. Let p: E —>B be a numerable principal (G, a, A)-bundle. Then
p is universal if and only if for every closed subgroup H and every crossed
homomorphism </>:H -» A, E is H-contractible under the H-action e •-+he •
<t>(h)~l,h£H.

Write G-SEP and G-CHP for G-section extension property and G-covering
homotopy property respectively. Arguing as in [5, Proposition 2.3, Corollaries 2.2 and 2.9], we have following three lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. Let p: E -> B be a G-map and {Vß} be a numerable G-cover of

B. If p has the G-SEP over each Vß then p has the G-SEP.
Lemma 2.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Let V and F be H-spaces
and give V x F the diagonal H-action. If F is H-contractible, the projection

p:GxH(V

xF)^GxHV

has the G-SEP.

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a compact Lie group or a discrete group, and let X be a
G-space. If E is a trivial (G, a, A)-bundle over X x I then E = (E\X) x I,

hence has the G-CHP.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.4 we have:

Corollary 2.5. A numerable (G, a, A)-bundle has the G-CHP.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Assume that p: E —►
B satisfies
the condition of the theorem. By Corollary 2.5, we get a natural map
y: [X, B]G -> {Equivalence classes of (G, a, ,4)-bundles over X}

which assigns to each /: X —>B the induced bundle f*p: f*E —>X.
We first show that y is surjective. Given a numerable principal (G, a, A)-

bundle q: D -* X, let (q, p):{D,E)-*

X be the 'functional bundle' [4, 7.5]

whose fibre on x £ X consists of all admissible maps of Dx into E. Under
the correspondence

(/: Dx - E) ~ [d, f(d)] £ (Dx x E)/A,

d£Dx,

(D, E) is naturally isomorphic to the orbit space (D x E)/A . In other words,
(q, p) is the associated bundle of D with fibre E, where A acts on the left
of E by a h-»e • a~x, a £ A. Since q is numerable, (q, p) is a numerable
(G, a, v4)-bundle.
By the definition, a section in (q, p) over U c X is the same as a bundle
map q\U -» p . Thus, to prove the surjectivity of y, we need only show that
(q, p) has the G-SEP. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 we may assume that q is a
trivial bundle (G xa A) xH V -> G xH V .
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Now the total space of (q, p) can be identified with G xH (V x E), where

H acts on E by (h, e) h->he • 0(A)-1 and diagonally on V x E, through a
bundle isomorphism
((G xaA)xHV)xAE^GxH(VxE),

[[g,a,

v],e]

h» [g, v, g-\e-a~')].

By Lemma 2.3, we see that (q, p) has the G-SEP.
The injectivity of y is proved by the similar argument with X replaced by

X x I. Thus p: E -» B is a universal (G, a, ^4)-bundle.
Conversely, assume that p: E —>B is a universal (G, a, /l)-bundle. As we
shall see in the next section, there exists a (G, a, A)-bundle which satisfies the
condition of the theorem, and so, is universal. Since any two universal bundles
are equivalent, we conclude that p satisfies the condition of the theorem. □

3. Functor

category

model for universal

equivariant

bundles

We present here a functorial construction of universal (G, a, A)-bundles by
generalizing the method of [15, §3].
Let p : UA -» BA be a universal ,4-bundle. By using a functorial construction
of universal bundles (e.g., [11], [10], [12], [7]), we may assume that p is a
(G, a, A)-bundle with respect to the G-action induced by a.
Let &A be a topological category with

ob&A = BA,

mor&A = (UA, UA)= (UA x UA)/A,

where [b, a] £ (UA, UA) is regarded as an arrow from p(a) to p(b), and with
composition law [c, b] o [b, a] = [c, a]. (With suitable choice of representatives, every composable pair of arrows in S?A is of the form ([c, b], [b, a]).)
Similarly, let S'A be a topological category with

ob^4

= UA,

mor S'A = (UA, UA) xM UA,

where ([b, a], a) £ (UA, UA) xM UA is regarded as an arrow from a to è,
and with composition law induced by that of &A .
5?A is fibred over &A by a functor n : S'A —►
BA induced by p . Moreover,
under the natural isomorphism UA x UA = (UA, UA) xM UA, (b, a) h->
([b, a], a), S'A is identified with the category with a unique isomorphism

between each pair of elements of UA. Hence S'A is equivalent to the trivial
category with one object and one morphism.
Denote by EG the translation category of G, that is, a contractible category
with ob .EG = G and mor EG = G x G, where (y, x) £ G x G is viewed as a
unique isomorphism x —>y. Let Cat(EG, S'A) be the category of continuous
functors and continuous natural transformations of EG into S'A . Since S'A
has a unique isomorphism between each pair of its objects, a functor /: EG -*
S*A is completely determined by its restriction to objects, ob f: G -* UA.
Thus the nerve of the contractible category Cat(EG, S'A) is given by

NkCat(EG,S'A) = Map(G, UA)k+l,
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where Map(G, UA) is the set of continuous maps of G into UA , together with
face and degeneracy operators induced by projections and diagonal embeddings
respectively.
Let GxaA act on Cat(£G, S'A) via its action on Map(G, UA),

(g,a)f(x)

= gf(xg)-a,

(g,a)£GxaA.

We topologize Cat(EG, S'A) in two ways. The strong topology is obtained
by imposing on each Nk Cat(EG, S'A) the strongest topology such that its
G xa ^4-action is continuous. On the other hand, the compact-open topology on
Map(G, UA) (retopologized, if necessary, so as to be compactly generated [9,
§2]) gives rise to another topology on Cat(EG, S'A), called natural topology.
With respect to either topology, G xa A acts continuously on Cat(EG, S'A)
and the functor

n: Cat(EG, S'A) -> Cat(EG, 9A)
induced by n: S'A -> &A is a G-equivariant continuous functor. In fact, Nkr\
is the natural map of Map(G, UA)k+1 onto the orbit space

Nk Cat(EG, 9A) = Map(G, UA)k+l/A,

k>0,

with respect to the diagonal ^-action.
Recall from [14, Appendix A] that (the nerve of) a topological category C
has the naive realization \C\ and also the fat realization ||C||. With the strong

topology on Cat(EG, S'A), we will prove:
Theorem 3.1.

||r,||: ||Cat(EG,^4)||

- ||Cat(EG, 2?A)\\

is a universal (G, a, A)-bundle.
Remark. It is desirable if we can prove Theorem 3.1 with the natural topology
on Cat(EG, S'A) and/or with the naive realization instead of the fat one. This

is certainly the case if both G and A are compact Lie groups.
Before proving the theorem, let us examine the functorial property of |^||
with respect to (G, a, A).
A morphism of (G, a, A) to another such system (K, y, C) is a pair of
homomorphisms /: K -» G and r: A -+ C such that r(l(k)a) = kr(a) holds
for k £ K, a £ A. Such a morphism p = (I, r) functorially gives rise to a
commutative square

||Cat(EG,^4)||

—^

•I
||Cat(EG,^4)||

||Cat(£/C,^C)||

1<
-y

Bn

||Cat(E/i:,^C)||

where Up and Bp are induced by the functors EK —►
EG and UA -> UC
associated with / and r respectively.
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Let A act on C via r and let K xy C act on || Cat(EG, S*A)\\ xA C by
(k, c)[e, d] = [l(k)e, kd -c], (k, c) £ K xy C. Then

||Cat(EG,^4)||

xAC^

\\Cat(EK, S>C)\\,

[e,c]^

Up(e)-c,

is a (K, y, C)-bundle map over Bp or, equivalently, Bp is a classifying map

for the associated bundle || Cex(EG, S"A)\\ xA C -> || Cat(EG, &A)\\ regarded
as a principal (K, y, C)-bundle. In particular, if / is the inclusion of a closed
subgroup K of G and r the identity of A then Bp corresponds to the restriction of the group action from G to K and, hence, is a AT-equivalence.On
the other hand, if / is the identity and r the inclusion of a closed subgroup
A of C then Bp corresponds to the reduction of the structure groups (in the
equivariant setting).
To prove Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. \\r¡\\ is a numerable principal (G, a, A)-bundle.
Lemma 3.3. For any crossed homomorphism (/>:H -+ A, || Cat(EG, S'A)]] is
H-contractible under the H-action e i-» he • 4>(h)~x, h £ H.
Lemma 3.2 is proved by the argument of [4, §8] together with the fact that

Nkn: Nk Cat(EG, S'A) - Nk Cat(EG, &A)
is a disjoint union of local objects, as follows by the property of the strong

topology.
We now prove Lemma 3.3. In fact, we will show that Cat(EG, S'A) has
an //-fixed terminal object, implying both the naive and the fat realizations of
Cat(EG, S'A) are //-contractible with respect to any topology such that the
G xa ^-action

is continuous.

(See [10, Proposition

1.2] for the construction

of

//-contraction.)
Let q: G xa A/H —>G/H be the local object corresponding to a crossed homomorphism <j>.Since p: UA —>BA is universal, there exists an ^-bundle map

F:G*a A/H -* UA. Define an object / £ obCat(EG, S'A) = Map(G, UA)
by
f(x) = x~lF([x,l])£UA,

x£G.

Then one easily checks that (hf • 4>(h)~l)(x)= f(x) holds for any h £ H and
x £ G. Thus / is fixed by the //-action e •-»he ■4>(h)-x on Cat(EG,S*A).
Since there exists a unique isomorphism f -* f for any object /' in
Cat(EG,S'A),
f is an //-fixed terminal (and initial) object. This proves
Lemma 3.3. D
Notice that in the argument above, we only used the property that p: UA —►
BA classifies principal ^-bundles over homogeneous spaces G/H. In particular, if G is finite, we can take as p the trivial bundle A -> *. In this case,
S'A is the translation category EA of A and 3?A is the group A regarded as
a category with one object. Since Map(G, A) is a product of copies of A , the
nerve of Cat(EG, &A) as well as that of Cat(EG, S'A) has particularly simple
structure and can be regarded as an equivariant generalization of the geometric
bar construction [10], [7].
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Remark. May showed in [8] that if G and A are compact Lie groups then the
natural map

Map(UG, UA)-» Map(UG, UA)/A
is a model for universal (G, a, ^)-bundle. This mapping space model is connected with our functor category model through a G xa ^[-equivalence

| Cat(EG, «5*^)1
= \Uap,(N.EG, N.S'A)] -* Map(|EG|, {S'A])
~Map(C/G, UA),
where Map.(-, -) denotes the simplicial mapping space. We hope to discuss
elsewhere a further generalization of our functor category model to the case of
generalized equivariant bundles introduced by [6] and its connection with the
corresponding generalization of the mapping space model [8].
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